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Travel
Life is a journey. I prefer to travel through it in style.

As the days begin to shorten and the intensity of the summer heat eases, many
wise travellers take the opportunity to experience Greece and its islands as
Greece bears its gift of late summer sunshine.With the crowds from peak season
largely gone, it is a magical time to unwind in the most beautiful of surroundings.
The sun may be just a little lower in the sky but it still casts its golden and
warming glow over views that surprise, delight and inspire. From the bluest of
seas to the olive groves planted so many generations ago, Greece sears its way far
into the memory.
Discerning travellers appreciate the space and sense of calm that Greece has to
offer at this special time of year. What’s more, they can discover accommodation
of such quality that their holiday becomes something to treasure as they enjoy
enhanced levels of relaxation, outstanding service and individual care from a
“new breed” of Greek hotels.
Let’s take just a few moments to look at five such venues all of which would
provide the perfect escape from darker northern skies and the first hints of
winter.

Euphoria Retreat in Peloponnese
An intensely enveloping escape is on offer at the Euphoria Retreat in the
Peloponnese. This destination spa resort strives to place health and well-being
right at the heart of the visitor experience with programmes and treatments
carefully-crafted around the individual. The setting contributes to an holistic
atmosphere of relaxation as the Euphoria Retreat sits so comfortably in its
unique natural environment. Drifting effortlessly from the indoor to the outdoor
pool, guests can easily forget any cares that arrived with them and watch as any
stress simply washes away. Room designs contribute to a sense of comfort and
cocooning while the dining facilities are all about healthy choices without the
hunger pangs…
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